Appendices
D – Planning History
1915: Harold Desbrowe-Annear’s original competition winning entry took a Beaux-Arts approach, with just a few buildings placed geometrically in a landscape setting rather than creating spaces defined by buildings. Buildings were shown on the higher ground to the north and north west as the Crawley grounds were considered mostly ‘swamp’.
1927: Leslie Wilkinson prepared what is regarded as the first formative plan, which toned down the 1915 geometry and opted for simple, strong axes and a courtyard approach to the built form. Wilkinson recognised the value of the tram network linking Crawley to Perth and Subiaco and retained a strong landscape interface with Matilda Bay.
1954: Gordon Stephenson changed the campus planning rationale considerably, with the increased demand for additional accommodation, by placing future buildings towards Matilda Bay and diminishing the strong axial features of previous plans. However, Stephenson retained the cloistered courtyard approach and recognised the growth of car ownership with the provision of more parking.
1959: James Oval was relocated by Paddy Clare, Principal Architect Public Works Department, to the west of the campus to provide, along with Riley Oval, a ‘green’ interface to Hackett Drive and Matilda Bay that would enable buildings to be consolidated in the eastern and centre portions of the campus. Clare’s plan was not well received by the University, and Stephenson was invited to review the 1954 plan.
1962: Gordon Stephenson’s plan restored James Oval as a ‘green’ centrepiece to the campus, but sacrificed Riley Oval in the face of a desire for more building floorspace. This plan flagged the internal ring road along the northern and eastern edges of the campus. 
1966: Gordon Stephenson revised his original plan and indicated a denser pattern of buildings, prior to the mid-1960s new building program. Stephenson, and his successor Arthur Bunbury, began the program of acquiring properties between campus and Broadway.
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